May 9, 2006
REBAR Project Panel Meeting
in Wilmington, NC

Minutes
Robert Sarcinella (TX) – Chair

1. Spec. Review – Sarc. reviewed the latest version of the PP-45 specification with the group. Several suggestions were made for items to be added and deleted. Revised version of the specification will be sent to the SOM for ballot.

2. Work Plan Review – Dave M. led the discussion of the Project Panel’s Workplan. He obtained several good suggestions for revisions. The Workplan will be finalized for routing through the Project Panel in the near future.

Qualification Agency Introduction and Review of Audit Form – Sarc. briefly discussed the audit form and explained that AMRL will be revising this form for their use when they perform the audits.

3. MOVIN” FORWARD EVEN MORE THAN LAST TIME (Timetable)–
General timetable is such:

- Finish revisions to spec. and ballot (August 06)
- Finish revisions to Workplan (early 2007)
- Train Qualification Agency (early 2007)
- Begin solicitations for audits (mid 2007)
- Begin audits (later on in 2007 – hopefully)

At our 2007 meeting, we hope to give a status report on where we are with respect to implementation.